Sugar Mapping Tool

Map and Assess Suppliers to Increase
Sustainable Sugar Sourcing
Co-created with our partners at Bonsucro, the Sugar Mapping Tool improves insight into
your sugarcane and beet sugar supply chains. By helping you track your suppliers' social
and environmental sustainability measures and certification efforts at the farm and mill
level, this tool empowers you to work with your suppliers to improve and deliver on
sustainability commitments.

Leverage the Sugar Mapping Assessment to:

STAY ON TOP
OF TRENDS

INCREASE
RESILIENCE

Sugarcane is the world’s largest
agricultural commodity, and
sustainable sugar sourcing has
correspondingly emerged as a top
priority. Demonstrate your
commitment to environmentally
and socially sustainable
production practices throughout
your entire value chain.

Given the sheer scale of sugarcane
production, mapping sugar
sources will be key in ensuring a
more just and resilient future for
businesses, communities, and
ecosystems in cane-growing
regions. Reduce your supply chain
risks while transforming the
sugarcane market.

GAIN MILL-LEVEL
INSIGHT

Raw commodity extraction
accounts for a significant share
of global environmental impact.
Gaining a holistic understanding
of your suppliers’ environmental
and social practices at the farm
and mill level will allow you to
streamline your responsible
sourcing efforts.

How it Works
MAP AND ASSESS

The questionnaire is pre-designed
with industry-standard sustainable
sugarcane metrics and already
formatted in our easy-to-use
platform. Simply load your supplier
list, send your assessment, and start
collecting data.

GAIN INSIGHTS

DRIVE CHANGE

Your data will come back already
formatted and ready for analysis.
Simply toggle through our pre-built
dashboards to gain insight into your
suppliers’ environmental and social
sustainability policies, practices,
certifications, and more.

Spot sustainable sugarcane leaders
and laggers at the mill level and flag
the biggest opportunities for
improvement. Engage your
suppliers to communicate how
they're doing and support their
efforts to do better.

Ask the Right Questions
Responsible sugarcane sourcing is a complex issue, and without the right approach, it’s hard to
make meaningful change. Our partners at Bonsucro specialize in convening the sector to accelerate
sustainable sugarcane production. The Sugar Mapping Tool was specifically designed to standardize
sustainable sugarcane data collection and complement Bonsucro certification, giving you the
information you need to amplify your responsible sugar sourcing efforts.
SECTION SPOTLIGHT

Sustainability Scheme

SUSTAINABILITY
MEASURES

Q: Is your product covered under a sustainability scheme? Please select all that
apply. Multi-Select: Bonsucro, Fair Trade, Rainforest Alliance, Proterra, etc.
Human Rights Policy

SECTION SPOTLIGHT

HUMAN RIGHTS
POLICY

Q: D
 oes your facility have a Human Rights Policy? If, yes, please upload
documentation.

Contracting with Supplying Farmers Details

SECTION SPOTLIGHT

SUPPLYING
FARMERS

Q: What environmental or social sustainability expectations are outlined in the
contract? Multi-Select: Crop Variety, Chemicals, Biodiversity, Minimum Wage

Cane Cutter Local Labor

SECTION SPOTLIGHT

Q: What percent of cane cutter labor is done by local labor? Local labor
are workers who reside and work locally on a permanent basis.

CANE CUTTERS

Create Supplier Action Plans
Promoting sustainable sugarcane requires deep supplier engagement that goes beyond
data collection. In collaboration with the Bonsucro team, we can help you navigate this
challenging process and purposefully engage and empower your suppliers.

scenario

action

ONE OF YOUR SUGAR
FACILITIES DOES NOT HAVE A
HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY

Start a dialogue with this supplier about the importance of
having a formal policy that addresses forced labor, worker pay, and
more, and what timeline you expect to see this change happen.

20% OF YOUR SUPPLIERS ARE
NOT SOURCING ANY INDUSTRY
CERTIFIED SUGAR

Engage with these sugar mills and create action items for them
to work on, such as using Bonsucro, Fairtrade, or Proterra certified
raw sugar in at least 40% of supply over the next 2 years.

ONLY 10% OF MILLS HAVE A
FORMAL CONTRACT USED
WITH SUPPLYING FARMERS

Engage with your top priority mills to discuss why having a
contracting mechanism with sustainability-related expectations is
a priority for your business, and how they can work to address this.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING CUSTOM?

SupplyShift supplyshift.net sales@supplyshift.net

All of our standard assessments can be customized to your needs if you have industry
specific data you want to collect or some extra questions to add. Get in touch with us!

Bonsucro bonsucro.com

